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2.2.1. The institution assesses the learning levels of the students and organizes special
Programmesfor advanced learners and slow learners

Identification of Slow Learner & Advanced Learner
l. Distribution list of students at entry level are circulated to all the teachers. Preliminary classification of

slow & advanced learners is done on the basis of with 12ft marks

2. In first term at the start of academic year, lnduction program is organized for freshers. Teachers

interacted with students during the program

3. Some departments conduct formative assessment, assigning the quiz based on syllabus of XIth and

xIIth.
4. During classroom sessions of early Academic Year, interaction of students with teachers, active

participation of students is observed

Programs for Slow Learners

l. Through mentoring System, mentors keep track of slow and Advanced Learner and guided

2. Student's doubts are cleared during online and offline sessions

3. Easy study materials and ready to refer question papers are distributed to students

4. Recorded lectures /reference videos/ppt's are shared with students

5. Reading writing skills were improved by faculties

6. Revision during classroom sessions and counseling during Zoom interactions, phone calls, social media

etc by teachers

7 . Previous question papers, pattern and weight age of University examinations are shared and discussed

with students

Programs for Slow Learners

l. Students are encouraged to study Recommended Readings listed in each syllabus

2. Students ile encouraged to participate in Online/offline question paper solving

3. Recorded lectures /reference videos/ppt's are shared with students

4. Some departments conducted poster competitior/guest lecturers etc.

5. Institution established Competitive Exam Preparation Cell and provided online lectures, guidance for meritorious

students

6. Placement Cell organized online placement drive for students

7 . Library resources in the form of Blogs, e-books, pdfs were also provided for enhancing student leaming ability.

8. Students are encouraged to participate in seminars, conferences and workshops
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